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The day of September 9th is currently the National Sports Day, but it has also been 

a gradually forgotten “The Sports Festival.”  On September 9th, 1941, The 

Ministry of Education enacted “The National Sports Act.”  To promote the 

nation-wide sports atmosphere and to enhance the quality of body for national 

people as the basis with the combination of the traditional habit/culture of height 

climbing on ninety-nine “99” and the linkage of deeds of National Father’s first 

battle in Guangzhou, China.  Therefore the day of September 9th was decided as  

“The Sports Festival” and taking place some sports activities on a large scale.  



The primary subject of the research is to trace the origin of the very first Sports 

Festival and related activities and also to explore the political intention and 

purpose.  By searching and reviewing related historical records, reaching the 

following outcome of the research:  

(1) The implementation of The Sports Festival, The Ministry of Education issued an 

official announcement in 1942 to take place the initial activities for The Sports 

Festival and to set up the rule and essential elements for including the type of 

sports activities and the timing for practicing propaganda …and so on.  It 

enables the activities they may hold bearing the source of law people can follow.  

(2) Due to the influence of the war going on, the city of Chongqing, Sichuan held 

the related activities with the most massive scale for the very first time of The 

Sports Festival.  For instance, cross country running, mountain climbing, 

swimming, and diving…and so on.  The Non-competition related activities were 

provided and participated by the general public.   

(3) During the period of The War of Resistance, the purpose of having a Sports 

Festival is mainly coming from the sports thinking of “being a mighty country and 

a mighty breed,” and the psychological demand of “being united, disciplined and 

cooperated” during the period of war.  It becomes more official conscientious 

through the government's propaganda. 

 

 

 

 


